
Get ready for normal. 
WHAT INVESTORS MAY EXPECT AS CENTRAL BANKS START DOWN THE ROAD 
TO INTEREST RATE ‘NORMALIZATION’.
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It seems central banks around the globe have finally embarked on a path to interest rate “normalization”. 

This has sparked renewed vigor to various debates: from straightforward questions like “Why now?” and 

“What is normal?”, to bigger discussions like “How and when will quantitative easing (QE) be unwound?” or 

“What are the investment and asset allocation implications of the expected new regime?”.   Continued...
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If there is one thing we have learned in the nearly-a-
decade since the financial crisis of 2008, it is that 
economies and markets cannot always be expected to 
behave in the ways the textbooks say they should – so 
there are no definitive, cut-and-dried answers to these 
and other questions we’ll explore.

Why the hurry?
Most central banks employ their monetary policy mainly 
to target an inflation rate or interest rate that will result 
in price stability. The U.S. Federal Reserve (the Fed) is 
also charged with maximizing employment (thus the 
Fed is referred to as having a “dual mandate”). Inflation 
readings are still well below most bankers’ targets, 
suggesting easy monetary policy is still warranted. 
So why the hurry to raise interest rates?

After years of extraordinary measures by central bankers 
around the world (near-zero or even negative interest 
rates, QE, etc.) designed to stimulate economic growth, 
the fear is that unless these extraordinary stimulative 
measures are dialed back or reversed, monetary 
authorities will have no tools available when the next 
slowdown (or crisis) strikes. Leading indicators suggest 
no recession is looming, but the expansion that began 
in 2009 is now more than eight years old – one of the 
longest on record. 

Putting some arrows back in the quiver now might be 
advisable, so long as it doesn’t jeopardize the economic 
expansion. The tight labour market conditions in the U.S. 
seem to give the Fed a green light to pursue rate 
normalization. Bankers elsewhere (e.g., Bank of Canada, 
European Central Bank, Bank of England, Bank of 
Japan) are, to various degrees, in less of a rush. But 
most are at least sounding increasing hawkish.

Some general implications of 
higher rates
Let’s start off with a look at who will benefit – and who 
will not – from higher interest rates.

• Savers will finally see some interest income again 
(but maybe not much).

• Borrowers will face higher interest costs. A whole 
generation of Canadians accustomed to low rates and 
lots of debt may be in for a rude awakening. There will 
be higher costs to pay mortgages, auto loans, and 
credit card debt. Rising insecurity about ability to 
repay existing debt may cause consumers to curtail 
other discretionary spending.

• Corporate borrowers are threatened too. Many 
so-called “zombie companies” became dependant on 
cheap money and will struggle financially. We will likely 
see more bankruptcies.

• Lenders should see better profitability. Banks make 
money on spreads between lending and deposit rates. 
Near-zero interest rate policies effectively put a floor 
under deposit rates while lending rates kept going 
down, squeezing the spread. Rising rates will allow 
those margins to widen back to normal levels.

• Fixed income investors will receive higher yields, 
but face capital losses as bond prices move 
inversely to rates. Investors buying today will lose if 
equilibrium rates end up being higher than today’s 
currently low expectations.

• Equities will eventually come under valuation 
pressure. Higher interest rates means higher discount 
rates used to value future cash flows, which puts 
downward pressure on valuations. But the hope is that 
higher rates are accompanied by stronger growth, and 
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that corporate earnings growth supports equities even 
as valuations contract, avoiding a big market correction.

• Institutional investors are likely already somewhat 
positioned for a rate increase, with duration 
exposure reduced to lessen interest rate risk. 
In fact, higher rates may help bring underfunded 
pensions back onside - pension funds are natural 
buyers of long bonds, but in a rising rate environment, 
they would see a corresponding reduction in 
their liabilities.

• Housing prices will likely contract. 

• Governments with astronomical debt/GDP ratios 
will be in trouble if interest rates start to run up. 
Just like zombie companies. 

Are rates really headed up, or 
is this just another head-fake?
The Fed raised the Fed funds rate in December 2015, 
taking the first step on the road to exiting a near-zero 
interest rate policy that had been in place for seven 
years. However, almost immediately the market faced 
plunging oil prices and a Chinese economic slowdown 
that sparked recession fears and forced the Fed to sit on 
its hands for another full year before nudging up rates 
again. For most of that time, yields on sovereign debt in 
most developed markets continued lower, not inflecting 
off lows until the third quarter of 2016 when the economy 
and corporate earnings were on more stable ground.

Once rates had inflected higher, investors began to 
speculate whether the end of the 30-year bond bull 
market was finally at hand. The U.S. presidential 
election, bringing with it an expectation of inflationary 
tax cuts and stimulus, added oomph to the shift in 
investor expectations. 

Now, with two hikes in 2017 (so far) to complement that 
of December 2016, the direction of the path ahead looks 
more assured. In Canada, the central bank hiked its 

benchmark rate in July for the first time since 2010, 
and central bankers around the world are all starting to 
sound more hawkish in their rhetoric. Almost comically 
on cue, a spate of benign inflation readings around the 
globe has tempered expectations once again. 

So far, the Fed is still advising markets to expect further 
policy tightening, through both rate hikes and Fed 
balance sheet reduction (the unwinding of QE). 
The markets seem to suggest significant skepticism 
surrounding that scenario; though the pace of tightening 
may moderate, count on the Fed to keep going. Fed 
Chair Janet Yellen – and Ben Bernanke before her – have 
always made it clear the Fed is determined to return to a 
normal, or neutral, rate as soon as conditions permit. 

How high will rates go back up?
Some portion of the recent years’ interest rate decline 
is bound to reverse. The ultra-low level of rates 
represented a number of conditions specific to this 
economic cycle:

• A deep and enduring output gap after the financial 
crisis. An output gap refers to the difference between 
the actual output or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 
the economy, and its potential output when operating 
at capacity. Although recent employment reports 
suggest a tight labour market, industrial capacity 
utilization and other indicators suggest there is still 
considerable slack in the U.S. and throughout 
global economies.

• Soft inflation trends. Although the Fed continually 
projects higher inflation, it keeps failing to materialize, 
bolstering the argument that there is still a global 
output gap (although Yellen and other central bankers 
have suggested the factors suppressing inflation 
are temporary).

• Suppressed term premia. “Term premia” refers to 
the extra level of compensation fixed income investors 
demand to assume the risk that interest rates may 
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vary in the future. This premium priced into bond 
yields has been suppressed globally by bond 
purchasing activities of central banks (QE). As 
accommodative monetary policy is removed, we 
should expect term premia to rise to normal levels, 
providing an additional lift to yields.

As the economic recovery strengthens and broadens, all 
of these cyclical factors can be expected to gradually 
reverse and nudge rates upward. But if rising global 
bond yields cool the credit impulse and depress growth, 
the rise will be self-limiting.

There are also reasons to 
believe part of the rate 
decline will persist
Interest rates have been trending down for over 30 
years, reflecting the gradual unwinding of inflationary 
pressures of the 1960s and 70s and the disinflationary 
impact of the globalization of trade. But while those drivers 
may have faded into the rear view mirror, there are more 
recent demographic shifts and structural aspects of the 
U.S. and global economies that continue to weigh on rates.

• Higher savings. Since the financial crisis, the long-
lasting higher level of risk-aversion has meant a higher 
propensity to save. A glut of savings has meant lower 
returns on global capital, lowering the overall interest 
rate structure.

• Deleveraging. Consumer and corporate deleveraging 
since the crisis is still weighing on credit growth and 
therefore on GDP growth. It also continues to fuel 
an ongoing market preference for the liquidity of 
sovereign bonds, thereby pressuring sovereign yields.

• Slower labour force growth. The labour force is 
aging and thus growing more slowly as baby boomers 
move into their retirement years, implying possibly 
much slower productivity growth.

“What’s normal anyways?” 
[Mrs. Gump, to Forrest]
In each of the Fed tightening cycles during the last three 
decades, Fed funds peaked at roughly the level of the 
10-year Treasury yield (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

Fed Funds vs. 10-Year Treasury Yields
SOURCE: IGIM, BLOOMBERG
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 Currently, 10-year treasuries are at about 2.3% (July 31, 
2017). Getting much higher than that may be a challenge 
until other central banks, not just the Fed, are engaged 
in hiking rates. Until that happens, further tightening by 
the Fed will put upward pressure on the dollar, reducing 
the need for more hikes. So it is unlikely the Fed will go 
to much more than 2% on the Fed funds rate before 
pausing to reassess the situation, unless a pickup in 
inflation expectations or real interest rates lifts the 
10 year rate further. 

The lower the natural or equilibrium rate is, the more 
cautious the Fed needs to be with each hike to avoid a 

“policy mistake” (more on that below). So expect any 
action from the Fed – whether it be rate hikes or balance 
sheet reductions – to be measured and orderly. The 
Chicago Board of Trade’s 10-year U.S. Treasury Note 

Volatility Index (or TYVIX, calculated in a similar manner 
to its equity cousin, the VIX) is trading near its lowest 
levels since 2013, reinforcing expectations that rates 
will stay in a low range for an extended period.

As discussed above, it is natural to believe rates will 
back up to some degree. But how far? Where might 
rates settle? If the structural forces dampening interest 
rates are still in play, any rate “normalization” may be 
constrained by the secular trend. This view would 
suggest that U.S. 10-year treasuries, for example, could 
be capped in the near term at about 3% (Figure 2). 
Not surprisingly then, the Fed’s current “Summary of 
Economic Projections” envisions Fed funds at 3% (2.5% 

- 3.5%) in the long run. The current market interest rate 
curve implies that rates will be a touch below 3% five to 
ten years out.

FIGURE 2

U.S. 10 Year Treasury Yield
SOURCE: IGIM, BLOOMBERG
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What is the risk 
of a policy mistake?
Discussions of policy mistakes generally fall into three 
themes, each of would likely hit both stocks and bonds.

01  |   Raising rates too fast. As mentioned above, if the 
Fed pushes rates up too quickly, while economic 
growth is still fragile and inflation still benign or 
non-existent, it risks causing a contraction of 
economic growth as credit growth is choked. 
And if such a contraction strikes early, while interest 
rate levels are still relatively low, there will be little 
room to fight the crisis with traditional monetary 
tools. Yellen has said that she would be inclined to 
allow the economy “to run hot” for a while, risking 
higher inflation rather than move too fast.

02  |   Raising rates too slowly. Keeping interest rates 
lower for longer and getting “behind the curve” will 
provide further support to asset prices that many 
feel have been dangerously pushed into bubble 
territory already by keeping markets awash 
in liquidity.

03  |   Raising rates too far (at whatever speed). With 
similar implications as raising too fast, raising rates 
too far could result if the Fed misjudges the level of 
the natural or equilibrium rate they are targeting. In 
her July 2017 testimony to Congress, Yellen said 
that the neutral rate was “currently quite low” and 
that “the Fed funds rate would not have to rise all 
that much further to get to a neutral policy stance.”

So again, expect the Fed to move in a cautious, 
measured manner. Rates will rise rapidly only if labour 
market slack is clearly gone and inflation is picking up.

Implications for bonds
As bond yields rise, bond prices fall - that’s basic math. 
So as rates increase, holders of existing bonds will incur 

capital losses. And longer duration bonds will incur 
greater losses than shorter duration ones (again, that’s 
just math at work). Bonds will struggle as inflation 
expectations and yields rise. 

Furthermore, the initial stages of the central banks 
contracting their balance sheets are expected to be 
bond bearish because central banks, who have been 
major buyers, will instead be reducing their net holdings. 
The Fed is expected to begin this process later this year, 
while central banks that have still been buying (i.e., 
practicing QE) like the European Central Bank still 
need to manage the preliminary step of just stopping 
the buying before they can contemplate unwinding 
their holdings. 

Since tapering those purchases (and eventually reversing 
them) amounts to a tightening of monetary policy, there 
is a danger that markets will overreact and spike yields 
higher too fast – as they did briefly in the U.S. in 2013 in 
what is fondly referred to as the “taper tantrum”.

Another way of looking at the elevated level of risk in 
bonds is to consider their “P/E” (or price/earnings ratio) 
similar to how one uses this ratio to evaluate equities. 
The inverse of a bond’s yield is by definition the price 
paid per unit of income expected. 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate, for the U.S. and Canada 
respectively, how the P/E of 10-year government bonds 
has not only increased steadily relative to that of stocks 
in recent years, but has steadily become more volatile. 
The rise in interest rates over the last 12 months has 
already had a pronounced impact.

Assuming further taper tantrums are avoided and rates 
rise in an orderly fashion, what kind of damage can be 
inflicted on the bond market? In an October 2016 report, 
Goldman Sachs predicted a 1% increase in rates could 
inflict US$1.1 trillion in losses to the U.S. bond market (as 
represented in their analysis by the Bloomberg Barclays 
U.S. Aggregate index). Since this estimate is based solely 
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FIGURE 3

U.S. 10 Year Bond, S&P 500
SOURCE: IGIM, BLOOMBERG
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FIGURE 4

CDN 10 Year Bond, S&P TSX
SOURCE: IGIM, BLOOMBERG
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on U.S. dollar denominated investment grade bonds – 
excluding foreign-denominated bonds and junk or high 
yield bonds – it should be considered a conservative estimate.

But in the year since U.S. yields inflected and started 
higher, the 10-year Treasury yield has climbed roughly 
1% (the target Fed funds rate is now also exactly 1% 
higher since hikes began one year earlier), yet the 
Bloomberg Barclays index used in the Goldman Sachs 
analysis has experienced a total return loss of only $60 
billion, nowhere near as high as Goldman’s estimate. In 
Canada, total return on the FTSE TMX Canada Universe 
Bond index for the one year ended June 30, 2107 was 
0.02%, essentially flat, meaning capital losses almost 
exactly offset all income received over the period. 

If rates truly don’t have much further to go in their rise, 
perhaps most of the damage is already behind us. 
Bonds bought today are still priced for real returns 
with yields higher than expected inflation. But if those 
inflation expectations rise, bond prices will fall and 
produce more capital losses.

Implications for equities
Historically, stocks have tended to suffer when bond 
yields spike in the short term. If the market has 
underestimated future rates, then the discount rate 
used to price equities today is too low and therefore 
prices too high. As rates rise, equities will come under 
pressure. This may especially be the case this cycle as 
the ultra-low interest rates of the last decade are widely 
seen as one of the foundations of the long-lasting bull 
market, flooding asset markets with liquidity and 
boosting valuations.

However, if yields are rising because the economy is 
getting stronger, stocks should anticipate better profit 
growth. Furthermore, assuming inflation is picking up 
along with the overall economy, nominal profits will get 
an extra boost from a rising price environment. In a best 

case scenario, strong earnings growth will offset and 
even overpower valuation pressure. Yields and stocks 
can rise together.

With fixed income yields low in 
recent years, dividend-paying 
stocks became especially attractive 
to income-seeking investors.

So as long as leading indicators of growth improve and 
confidence remains firm, while inflation remains under 
control, the downside risk to equities is limited. The 
main exception to that may be the heavily indebted 
companies as mentioned earlier in this paper. As higher 
interest expenses hit bottom lines of weak businesses, 
there will be bankruptcies.

With fixed income yields low in recent years, dividend-
paying stocks became especially attractive to income-
seeking investors. For a while, Treasury yields were 
below even the average yield of the S&P 500 stocks. 
Individual dividend stocks could be found well in excess 
of that average level, and sectors associated with 
income – such as utilities and REITSs (Real estate 
investment trusts) – came to be known as “bond 
proxies”, as bond investors cast their nets wider in 
search of yield. 

Today, with Treasury yields back above 2% and stocks 
having experienced a strong rally that has pushed the 
S&P 500 yield back below 2%, stocks may have lost 
some of that attractiveness, but not all. Bond yields are 
still relatively low, and many dividend-paying stocks can 
still be found with attractive payouts. So while bond 
proxies may underperform as a group as traditional 
fixed income instruments offer higher yields again, 
many dividend and income stocks will continue to 
perform well.
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Will there be a 
“Great Rotation”?

In 2012, Michael Harnett, Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s 
Chief Investment Strategist, coined the term “The Great 
Rotation” to describe what he thought would characterize 
the years following the end of the era of bond out-
performance. For a few months of 2013 net flows in U.S. 
bond mutual funds and ETFs were negative, but it didn’t 
last for long (Figure 5). Since 2008 U.S. investors have net 
purchased $1,661 billion in bond mutual funds and ETFs. 
Every year there have been predictions the bond bubble 
would burst. Unsatisfied with the low returns from 
bonds, investors would embrace risk as the economy 
recovered and the Fed tightened. En masse, investors 
would flee bonds in favour of equities. So far, the bond 
rout Harnett envisioned, with investors swapping bonds 
for equities, has failed to materialize.

Perhaps even more surprising is that even without a 
tailwind from bond redemptions, equities have continued 
to push to new record highs. All major U.S. indexes have 
set new high water marks repeatedly through 2016 
and 2017, as has the MSCI All-Country World Index 
(unfortunately, Canada’s S&P/TSX Composite has not 
joined the party this year as weakness in energy and 
financial stocks, as well as a rapid rise in the Canadian 
dollar, has pressured equities here). 

Since this bull market began in March 2009, the S&P 500 
Composite has climbed over 270% (almost quadrupling), 
and has almost doubled since Harnett’s prediction of a 
great rotation (Figure 6). Imagine if he had been right!

In an era still defined by risk 
aversion... it is not hard to see why 
investors continue to favour fixed 
income in their portfolios.

FIGURE 5

Bond Mutual Funds & ETF’s (monthly net inflows, billion dollars)
SOURCE: INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE, YARDENI RESEARCH INC.
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As discussed earlier, although the 30-year bond bull 
market may be over in the sense that interest rates have 
finally and definitively put in a bottom, there is no reason 
to expect that rates will retrace much of their decline.

If interest rates rise only modestly, then bonds might still 
be expected to offer a positive total return, with income 
only partially offset by capital losses. In an era still 
defined by risk aversion, and bonds still being viewed by 
most investors as a conservative asset class, it is not 
hard to see why investors continue to favour fixed 
income in their portfolios. However a sharp spike higher 
in rates, or a policy mistake by central banks, could still 
inject enough volatility back into fixed income markets 
to start pushing marginal dollars into equities at long 
last. The jury on the “Great Rotation” is still out.

Implications for 
the Canadian dollar
The Canadian dollar regained the 80 cents U.S. level in 
July 2017 for the first time in two years. Although a 
number of factors contributed to the Loonie’s strength, 
including a slew of stronger economic data (e.g. the 
highest year-over-year GDP growth number in 15 years) 
and higher oil prices, there is no doubt one of the 
primary drivers was first the anticipation of, and then 
the reaction to, the Bank of Canada’s hiking of its 
benchmark rate in July – its first increase in seven years.

But as far as interest rates go, it is not the absolute level 
that matters so much as the rising rates in Canada 
relative to rates elsewhere, and in the United States 
in particular.

FIGURE 6

U.S. 10 Year Bond, S&P 500
SOURCE: IGIM, BLOOMBERG
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The Bank of Canada’s July rate hike 
came not just as oil and the Canadian 
economy lent support, but as 
questions began to emerge relating 
to our neighbours to the south. 

The Bank of Canada’s July rate hike came not just as oil 
and the Canadian economy lent support, but as 
questions began to emerge relating to our neighbours 
to the south. The pace of the Fed’s tightening, combined 
with the faltering of President Donald Trump’s economic 
agenda which has weakened the U.S. dollar, has 
widened the spread between yields in the two countries. 

If central banks globally start moving in the same 
direction, rates will go up across the board. If spreads 
don’t widen further, there is no reason to expect flows 
to further strengthen the Loonie.

Implications for commodities
In the short term, many commodities have tended 
to move in an inverse relationship to the U.S. dollar, 
moving up in price as the USD weakened. This is in 
part due to the simple fact that these commodities, 
like oil and various industrial metals, are global markets 
priced in dollars. As the USD weakens, foreign buyers 
experience an increase in their purchasing power and 
tend to increase their demand, boosting the USD price 
of the commodities. 

As in our discussion of the Canadian dollar relative to 
the US. dollar, so too is the relationship between the U.S. 
dollar and other foreign currencies heavily dependent 
on interest rate differentials. If all major central banks 
are now embarking on similar tightening paths, relative 
interest rate differentials may no longer play as 
important a role in dollar strength and weakness, and 
therefore play a much less prominent role in commodity 
price movements. 

All other things being equal, if higher rates are indicative 
of a stronger economy, commodities and resource 
stocks should see higher demand and better performance.

Gold
Like other commodities, gold has typically been 
inversely correlated to the U.S. dollar, so the direction of 
the greenback may be relevant in the short term as rate 
differentials widen or tighten. But unlike most other 
commodities, gold has also traditionally been viewed as 
an inflation hedge. Its attraction in this regard faded for 
most of the last three decades as inflation and interest 
rates fell. It regained some attraction as yields in many 
parts of the world fell into negative territory. As other safe 
haven assets were at negative yields, gold’s zero-yield 
and storage costs became less of a relative headwind.

Now the reverse will be true. If other safe haven assets 
offer better yields while inflation remains benign, gold 
will likely struggle. But if inflation expectations begin to 
pick up, so too will demand for gold.

Implications for portfolio 
asset allocation
When it comes to portfolio asset allocation, the most 
important question is stocks versus bonds. In earlier 
pages we suggested that equities face limited downside 
risk if economic growth remains solid. We also 
suggested bonds could still deliver positive returns, 
though not of the scale experienced in the last 30 years. 
At the same time, we also acknowledged that a sudden 
unexpected rise in interest rates posed a significant 
threat to bond investors.

By some measures the risk associated with bond 
holdings is now elevated relative to holding equities and 
expected bond returns in an era of rising interest rates 
will be lower than in the past. This changes the risk/
return trade-off and therefore shifts the optimal 
exposure to bonds when optimizing the asset allocation 
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in a portfolio. Optimal allocations to bonds will likely 
be lower going forward.

To the degree that bond prices 
remain anything less than perfectly 
correlated with stock price 
movements, there will always 
be diversification value to 
holding bonds. 

So are we suggesting you sell your bonds in favour of 
equities? Not at all. Bonds still have an important role to 
play in investment portfolios. To the degree that bond 
prices remain anything less than perfectly correlated 
with stock price movements, there will always be 
diversification value to holding bonds. Their inclusion in 
a portfolio, along with any other uncorrelated assets, 
allows an investor to lower overall portfolio volatility 
without necessarily sacrificing returns. 

But the correlation of daily bond and stock prices for 
most of the last two decades has been not just low, but 
negative, meaning when stock prices have gone up, 
bond prices have tended to go down, even as both asset 
classes trended higher and delivered positive gains over 
the longer term. This negative correlation has been a 
powerful tool in the hands of asset allocators. By holding 
a balance of the two assets as they displayed a negative 
correlation, much of the day-to-day volatility could be 
removed from a well-diversified portfolio.

Over the span of the last 30 years the relationship 
between daily stock and bond prices have gone through 
two distinctly different regimes. For many years until the 
late 1990s, daily price changes were positively correlated. 
Declining yields represented an unwinding of decades of 
high inflation, and an acceleration of economic growth 
relative to the stagflation of the 1970s. Economic growth 
and trade globalization fueling corporate earnings, while 

declining interest rates boosted valuations, together 
driving one of the longest equity bull markets in history 
alongside the bull market for bonds. 

As the millennium turned, so too did the short-term 
correlation between stocks and bonds. As the global 
economy seemingly lurched from one crisis to the next 
(e.g. 1998 Asian financial crisis, tech bubble, 2008 
financial crisis), sluggish and fragile global growth kept 
yields on a downward trajectory until central banks 
began employing ultra-low rates in an effort to fight the 
threat of deflation and re-charge economic growth. 
Ever lower central bank rates began to be viewed as 
indications of just how desperate central bankers were, 
and of just how tenuous the economic outlook was. The 
association of lower interest rates with dismal economic 
prospects flipped the correlation of daily stock and bond 
prices into the negative relationship that has continued 
to this day.

One of the uncertainties facing 
markets now is: which relationship 
will prevail in a new era of higher 
interest rates?

One of the uncertainties facing markets now is: which 
relationship will prevail in a new era of higher interest 
rates? If rising interest rate levels primarily track 
anticipation of stronger economic growth and modest 
inflation, then equities will likely respond positively as 
stronger corporate earnings are forecast. The negative 
stock-bond correlation should continue. 

But if the market interprets the pace of rate hikes as a 
“policy mistake” that jeopardizes economic growth, 
equities could suffer and the correlation between bond 
and stock prices could revert to the old, positive regime. 
In such a scenario, the diversification value of holding 
bonds would decline, again lowering optimal portfolio 
allocations to the asset class.
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What about cash?
Holding cash always looks more attractive when other 
asset classes look highly valued, as both equities and 
bonds do now. In addition to providing downside 
protection against capital losses, its liquidity allows 
for quick reinvestment when opportunities arise.

But cash will also gain relative utility as a diversifier if 
correlations between bonds and equities increase. The 
zero correlation of cash with stocks will look especially 
attractive if bond/stock correlations swing back to 
positive, diminishing the diversification value of bonds.

Final words
The end of the great bond bull market is almost 
assuredly over. Interest rates are almost universally 
expected to move higher. But what that ultimately 
means for the economy and for expected financial asset 
returns depends heavily on how well central bankers 
tread the path to rate normalization. The risk of a policy 
mistake is high, but central bankers have seemed intent 
on erring on the side of “too easy” versus “too tight” 
when it comes to monetary policy – pausing or even 
reversing course should the economy begin to falter. 

It will be a delicate balancing act, but if they get it right, 
investors can look forward to the continued attractive 
returns that accompany economic growth. 


